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Abstract

Background: Studies have acknowledged that social media enables students to connect with and learn from experts from different ties available in the students' personal learning environment (PLE). The inclusion of experts in formal learning activities through social media such as in scaffolding problem-solving activities helps students see the practicality of experts' thinking in solving real-world problems. However, studies that evaluate experts' problem-solving styles and how these influence the experts' thinking process in delivering the know-how to students on social media based on the ties that the students have with the experts in social media are scarce in the extant literature. The study aimed to explore the problem-solving styles that the experts portrayed on Facebook based on their ties with the students.

Methods: This study employed a simultaneous within-subject experimental design which was conducted in three closed Facebook groups with 12 final year management students, six business experts, and one instructor as the participants. The experts were invited by the students from the weak and strong ties in their PLE. Hinging on the Theory of Fluid and Crystallised intelligence and the Strength of Weak Ties Theory, this study employed thematic analysis using the ATLAS.ti qualitative data analysis software to map the experts' comments on Facebook.

Results: The use of strong ties in combination with weak ties balances out the negative aspects of the business experts' problem-solving styles. All the experts used both fluid and crystallised intelligence in scaffolding the students' learning; however, the degree of its usage correlated with the working experience of the experts.

Conclusion: The use of weak or strong ties benefited the students as it expedited their problem-solving tasks since the experts have unique expertise to offer depending on the degree of their working
experiences and the proximity of the students’ relationship with the experts.
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Introduction

Background

Personal learning environment (PLE) is a self-driven learning space that allows individuals to collaborate, connect and participate using one or more technological artifacts, platforms, or online tools available in the personal learning space. Siemen, the founder of social connectivism theory, asserted that the inclusion of PLE is vital in online learning as students could form connections with external sources of more experienced people from dispersed geographical locations that could contribute knowledge and experiences that essentially aid students’ educational experience.

The use of social media embedded in students’ PLE enables students to gain access to experts who could support their formal and informal learning. Social media allows students to tap into the connections of the weak ties from which they might draw resources. In his famous strength of weak ties’ experiment, Granovetter reported that people secure jobs mostly through weak ties by getting job information from acquaintances rather than close friends or family. Weak ties are defined by relationships that involve infrequent contact such as distant relatives, acquaintances, or people unknown to us. Meanwhile, strong ties refer to relationships of people who are closely in touch such as family members and close friends. Granovetter argued that although weak ties display low intimacy and emotional intensity than strong ties, it offers vital benefits such as providing more social support and networking strength. It is reasonable to postulate that students could utilise their strong and weak ties by engaging with experts in their PLE on social media to support learning.

Unfortunately, existing studies have not ascertained this assumption.

Recently, the use of experts to facilitate students’ learning in online settings has gained substantial attention among problem-based learning (PBL) scholars, mainly because expert thinking differs vastly from novice thinking. Horn and Cattel’s Theory of Fluid and Crystallized Intelligence described experts as having more crystallised intelligence embedded than novices when dealing in knowledge-rich problem situations where the goals of a problem are uncertain and the solutions are not straightforward.

Therefore, experts devise solutions faster than novices because they use necessary knowledge based on their life experiences that are stored in long-term memory which makes up their crystallised intelligence. Additionally, experts also demonstrate fluid intelligence, namely the ability to reason and adapt without the need for substantial levels of prior learning when confronted with new problems or situations. This enables business experts, for instance, to accustom themselves to an ever-changing contemporary business environment characterised by volatility, uncertainty, fuzziness, and complexity.

In contrast, novices tend to lose direction when dealing with complex problem-solving, especially when confronting information that is presented simultaneously in an online context. Consequently, when placed in online platforms to solve complex problems, students often need a more experienced individual to guide their thinking to approximate the experts’ reasoning and to reconcile the misunderstanding. The use of PBL in technology-rich environments such as social media allows students to receive online scaffolding, a form of assistance from more experienced people who could guide them in performing unfamiliar tasks they are incapable of performing on their own in online mediated platforms. Students may integrate their PLE with unlimited arrays of scaffolders who are socially connected in social media including instructors, peers and experts to assist in the problem-solving tasks.

Several studies have investigated how experts deal with novices in problem-solving activities. Nevertheless, very few have explored the patterns of experts’ problem-solving styles that are drawn via the use of strong and weak ties to support problem-solving activities with students.

Objectives and rationales

This study explored the patterns of experts’ problem-solving styles and intelligence characteristics when reasoning with students in problem-solving activities whereby the patterns were mapped against the ties the students established in their PLE. Since experts think differently from novices, understanding these patterns would help novices and educators gain insight into the scaffolding provided by experts.

Methods

The sampling techniques and the instruments used were reported according to STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) reporting guideline, a popular guideline in social science research.

Ethical approval and consent

This study was approved by the Research Ethical Committee of Multimedia University (EA2012021). Initially, all participants were briefed on the assignment deadlines and expected roles in the problem-solving protocols. Subsequently,
written informed consent for participation and publication of the research has been obtained from the participants. All communications on Facebook were transcribed and their identities were concealed for maintaining the participants’ anonymity following STROBE guideline and Subirats et al.19

Study design, setting and participants

The researchers made a call for volunteers who were undertaking a global management course at a Malaysian private university to participate in solving a decision-making business problem. The volunteers were required to invite along two business experts from their PLE to scaffold them for eight weeks. The requirements of the business experts were set as follows: having substantial working experience of 10 years or more, hold a managerial position and the experts must have one of the following ties with the students; both experts are from strong, weak or both ties. Finally, 12 final-year baccalaureate students who met the research criteria volunteered to participate. This study used a simultaneous within-subject experimental design for three groups comprising four students each (two from Cohort 2017 and one from Cohort 2018) were assigned in a closed group Facebook to communicate, clarify issues, and share resources. Furthermore, this group arrangement is common in PBL studies.20 Facebook was selected because of its effectiveness in supporting various degrees of ties and capability to accommodate small PBL groups.21 The Facebook communications were transcribed and available in a dataset.22 Students were scaffolded by the experts and instructor following Ge and Land’s23 problem-solving protocol which involved problem identification, developing and evaluating solutions, and assessing alternative solutions.

The students documented their work on Google documents that could be assessed only by the instructor, experts and students for each respective group.

Table 1 depicts the business experts’ profiles. Groups 1 and 2 used weak ties. A student in Group 1 invited two experts from her former internship company during her diploma studies. Group 2 invited two experts whom the students searched from an organisation’s website; none of the students knew the experts before inviting them to participate in this study. Group 3 used a combination of weak and strong ties. The strong tie was one of the students’ close relatives while the weak tie was one of the student’s internship acquaintances. The business experts from Groups 1 and 3 have 20 to 30 years of work experience in the shipping and airport management industry, respectively. Meanwhile, the experts in Group 2 have 10-15 years of work experience in the e-commerce industry.

Methods of analysis

Friese et al.24 recommended the use of deductive thematic analysis when a pre-existing framework is available. Therefore, the discussions between the business experts and the students were thematically mapped using Selby’s25 three problem-solving styles. These included problem-solving preferences (explorer vs. developer) which were coded as M: Explorer and M: Developer; the manner of processing (internal vs. external) coded as MP: Internal and MP: External; and finally, ways of deciding (people vs task preference) coded as WOD: People and WOD: Task. The Theory of Fluid and Crystallised Intelligence10 was used to map the type of intelligence the experts primarily demonstrated. ATLAS.ti software (Version 8.4.25.0) was used to analyse the identified themes to reflect the business experts’ responses. Acknowledging that there is available open-source software as alternatives to ATLAS.ti such as QualCoder and Taggerete, many qualitative scholarly papers adopted ATLAS.ti for its user-friendliness for coding and displaying network analysis results. Besides that, ATLAS.ti has a variety of tools to analyse unstructured data.26 Moreover, one of the researchers in this study is well-versed in using ATLAS.ti. For those reasons, ATLAS.ti was chosen.

Results

Figure 1 displays the network analysis based on the themes extracted from Facebook discussions. The weak tie experts in Group 1 (Figure 2) displayed a more accommodating approach and a sense of belongingness by using phrases such as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The business experts’ profile.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Excerpt from Group 1 (Weak ties)

[Post 3 initiated by Expert 1]:
Dear team, here are my comments and hints:

1. Problem analysis using 5W1H must be consistent with the problem-solving goal...based on your lecturer's comment dated 17 Jan., your team needs to create a new gap. Subsequently, the problem solving goal needs to be amended.
2. Information for problem analysis must be supported with facts and figures i.e. statistics for performance, comparisons, business model, actual costs, indices, for example LSCI etc. Show graphs or figures.
3. Streamline the discussion in problem analysis. The issues on foreign vessels are redundant.
4. The six thinking hats used in this case study is incomplete. Please do not force thru the possible solutions.

Comments for the post:
Expert 1: Can I look at your finalised versions of stage 1 and 2 again. Just to make sure I don’t miss anything important....but Does google docs being updated with the latest/finalised versions?

Student 3: Yes , they were updated

Expert 2: before i put forward my comments, just need a little enlightenment on your problem and whose problem that you are going to solve....

Expert 1: since there is a lack of clarity on the "problem", the discussion at the analysis stage indicates lack of continuity and focus. Do not just cut and paste from the article....put your analysis and formulate the information to be consistent with the 5Ws 1H questions.

Student 1: Means we should use Student 3’s versions of problem-definition and create the questions from that?

Expert 2 : we can look at her version 1 and 2

Expert 2: Hints: LSCI has 5 major components i.e TEU capacity, shipping companies, services, maximum ship sizes and a number of ships....Student 3’s Version 1 and 2 refer to the attainment of global competitiveness...dear team, my recommendation is to look into these areas and support your facts and figures with LSCI ranking.

Hints: Attainment of global competitiveness but LSCI is showing otherwise....

Expert 1: pertinent question: whose problem do you intend to solve. Which players are we referring to? Shipbuilders, MRO? Ports and Logistics? or any specific trade, such as a commodity, passengers etc.

Expert 2: Ask a simple question, who is the customer/s and player/s of this industry?
“dear team” and “keep moving team”. Selby\textsuperscript{25} described this as the people preference style where this approach is seen as an effort to maintain harmony in the group. The experts respected the students’ own pace of processing information as they required time to digest and internalise the meaning of the information presented to them by the students before responding. In contrast, the business experts from Group 2 (weak ties 2) adjusted their reasoning based on the information the students presented to them first. This sort of arrangement falls under the explorer style. The experts preferred the students exploring all possible options and presenting the latest information before guiding the students based on the materials presented (Figure 3).

Lastly, Group 3 which used a combination of both weak and strong ties (Figure 4) showed mixed findings. The strong tie expert (Expert 1 from strong tie) was sensitive to the participants’ feelings and ended her comments with remarks such as “Otherwise, good job all”. This style is categorised as the people preference. The strong tie expert also demonstrated more persistence and patience in scaffolding the students by presenting the developer style. She directed the students beginning with a basic idea and gradually developed the ideas as the students were progressing by making statements such as “I think it would be a good idea if …”. This characteristic is similar to the style of experts in Group 1. In contrast, the weak tie expert (Industry Expert 2) exhibited a task preference style where the tone of the discussion was more of task accomplishment tend to be free from emotion and are focused on the tasks, which sometimes resemble the explorer style\textsuperscript{25} as the experts were inclined to share only after receiving information from the students.

These sorts of problem-solving styles of the experts correlated with the types of intelligence used and working experiences. Experts from Group 2 (with 10-15 years of work experience) exhibited more fluid intelligence as they were flexible in dealing with new information in thinking and reasoning with the students. In contrast, the business experts in Groups 1 and 3 (with more than 30 years of work experience) demonstrated crystallised intelligence and shared validated business solutions by occasionally sharing how the presented information was linked to their past experiences.

Excerpt from Group 2 (Weak ties)

Student 1: Among all the new ERG (expectation, reality & gap) stated above, I quote from the text , “Given the target for SMEs to contribute to 41 per cent of GDP by 2020”. That 41% is SME contribution as a whole or SOLELY from online platform. That has to be given more consideration. I would like to gain some insights from our experts Expert 2 and Expert 1 on the suggestions given in the text and the comments by my teammates in the comments above. As of my understanding, the gap between expectation and reality is like what Expert 2 post last time (the 3 points in the final part of the text)

Expert 1: 41% is the whole SME contribution to GDP by 2020


Expert 1: Both roadmaps are aligned.

Expert 1: Use both roadmaps as your main reference

Student 1: So yes. To the team, we are focusing on e-Commerce contribution or what is expected. 41% may not be fit to use in our ERG as that figure is about SME business GDP contribution overall. Our EXPECTATION is already as simple and concise as it has been. Expectation: Malaysia government expect to see SMEs/Retailers to extend their business to digital platform.

Instructor : You may also focus on SWOT ,esp SMEs readiness, the issue is more towards the attitude of the SMEs or the facilities readiness (broadband level etc) -Internet speed in Malaysia is also slow , behind Indonesia. dig out more information https://www.malaysianwireless.com/.../akamai-malaysia.../

Expert 1 : Benchmarking with other countries

Student 2: Is it better for us to compare with ASEAN country or globally?

Student 3: We will do the benchmarking on a table and post it here

Expert 1 : Compare with developing countries similar to the Malaysian environment eg Taiwan

---

**Figure 3. The weak ties from Group 2.**
The explanations given by the experts in Groups 1 and 3 were also seen as more insightful compared to the guidance provided by experts in Group 2.

Discussion and conclusion
According to Bilalic and Gobet, the greater the degree of expertise, the more flexible the experts are in responding to new information. The profile of the business experts from Groups 1 and 3 showed they have vast experiential knowledge, rendering them capable of deciphering information from different perspectives. The experts used more technical terms and jargons which necessitated the students to ask a second party to provide the meaning-making for them. Occasionally, the students were observed needing to rely on the other expert or instructor for the meaning-making process (to put the meaning in a context understandable to the students). This is supported by Ryberg who claimed that placing students in different degrees of ties sometimes require different participants like the instructor to provide the interpretation of meaning.

Daniel Kahneman, in his book “Thinking Fast and Slow”, outlined two thinking systems called System 1 and System 2. System 1 is fast and energy-efficient because it follows the “rule of thumb” and does not involve processing of details; as a result, System 1 thinking is full of shortcomings and biases. In contrast, in System 2, information processing is intricate, time-consuming, and expends more energy, especially when dealing with ill-structured problems. This is where the roles of experts could help in expediting students’ effort by simplifying the need to understand. For novice learners, using System 2 may require a longer time for information processing. Nonetheless, the availability of experts with more work experiences could shorten students’ thinking process because of the experiential knowledge the experts have that resembles their crystallised intelligence. This is consistent with previous studies that confirmed people tend to use more crystallised intelligence as they increase in age.

Figure 4. The strong and weak ties from Group 3.

The explanations given by the experts in Groups 1 and 3 were also seen as more insightful compared to the guidance provided by experts in Group 2.

Excerpt from Group 3 - Strong ties (Expert 1) and Weak ties (Expert 2)

**Expert 1:** Good job team. So, let’s look in-depth at the above matter.
1. Try to find out who owns the airport either an independent company or the government
2. If the government itself, there shall be less bureaucracy in applying the ICAO Regulations & Standards. Follow all annexes of the ICAO
3. HRI should practise one of the annexes, i.e. Annex on Bird Hazard Management, to avoid the accident.
4. Then only we look at commercial/sort of urban development in the airport itself & at the airport border.
5. Sufficient infrastructure & facilities to attract & make ease the people to link to the airport.

Will get back to you once I’ve found more details about the info that you’ve given above (smiley icon)

**Expert 2:**
Ok Student 2... when the above matter could be solved, more aircraft will accommodate & utilize HRI as their connecting link, the passenger movement will be improved, hence HRI’s revenue will be proportionately improved too.

**Expert 2:** Thanks Expert 1 for the input. I can see 2 main problems with MRIA.
1. The bird strikes
2. Low passenger load
Bird strikes are a common problem at airports in America & Europe. There are solutions such as pyrotechnics, lasers & lights, loud speakers, drones etc with varying degrees of success. Look up bird control on Google.

The low passenger traffic is part of a bigger issue. I think the infrastructure is now in place but there is not enough economic activity to justify the airport in the first place. I think the Sri Lankan govt already has a solution & is going ahead with it. It remains to be seen if that is the right solution.

Students may want to look up the article in Forbes. Also look China’s Belt and Road Initiative to understand China’s interest & the importance of Sri Lanka in its plans. Just a thought.
Additionally, the business experts who used more fluid intelligence had different reasoning styles with the students. Instead of offering the information asked by the students straightaway, the experts from Group 2 often asked the students to search for the materials first, and later worked on the materials together with the students. This was possibly done to avoid offering inaccurate advice as a result of using System 1 thinking. The experts needed to verify the information before formulating relevant strategies to scaffold the students. The experts from Group 2 mostly provided policy papers rather than offering specific real-life business evidence that the students could use as a reference. Possibly, the experts expected the students to put in the effort to search for the information first.

This study also verified that scholars should not equate all weak tie experts as sharing similar problem-solving styles. It is postulated that how the students knew the business experts matters. The business experts from Groups 1 and 3 were from the weak ties; however, the past working relationship that one of the students in each group had with the experts during internship placement led the business experts to display a more empathic attitude towards the students’ learning needs. In contrast, the business experts from Group 2 had no prior relationship with the students, thus their preference for using more task-oriented problem-solving styles. Nonetheless, despite their different styles, the inclusion of the experts in the discussion still accelerated the students’ learning, in tandem with previous studies that acknowledged business experts’ inclusion in PBL enhances students’ learning experience.²⁸,²⁹

**Conclusion**

This study contributes towards our understanding of the roles of problem-solving styles and the strength of ties in problem-solving activities on Facebook. The use of networked learning in PBL depends on individualised networking and social collaboration that encourage content generation in problem-solving.²¹ It can be concluded from the findings that not all experts from the weak ties have similar problem-solving styles. Factors such as the experts’ work experience and how the weak ties were developed played a major role in determining the experts’ problem-solving styles, which indirectly influenced their thinking and reasoning strategies with the students.

The experts, regardless of whether they were from weak or strong ties, still benefited the students in expediting their problem-solving tasks. Thus, inviting business experts to participate in formal learning on social media by utilising the strong and weak ties the students have should be encouraged as each expert has unique expertise to offer, especially in helping the students see the different sides of complex information that are essential to prepare them for future professional careers.

**Limitations**

The use of non-probability sampling involving two experts in each of the three groups in one degree-level management course limits the generalisability of the findings to other courses. Hence, the study’s findings should be evaluated with caution and may only be applied to similar studies, for example, those that examine Facebook use for PBL in management courses.
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